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“You…” Yutong Xianweng scratched his head and couldn’t help but speak.
Just saying one word, she was interrupted by Princess Dongling: “Senior, is the blood
sacrifice you just said really okay?”
Hmm!
Yutong Xianweng nodded: “This blood sacrifice comes from the Demon Race. I used to
have some friendship with Demon Lord, and I know a little bit. Of course, now that
Demon Lord Gone is completely crazy, and I can’t talk about friendship with him. “
But there is no problem with this kind of blood sacrifice.”
Hearing this, Princess Dongling nodded, her delicate face full of seriousness: “Okay, the
senior is ready to start, I have decided to use the Help him with your own blood and
life.” The
last word fell, and Princess Dongling’s eyes flashed with determination.
I go!
At this moment, Yutong Xianweng was suddenly stunned, frowning and looking at
Princess Dongling: “Are you crazy? Are you sure you want to use your own life in
exchange for Yue Feng’s life?”
After speaking, Yutong Xianweng looked at Yutong. The spirit of Yue Feng in the bottle:
“As long as this kid’s spirit does not die, there will always be a chance. You are
different. Once you do this, you will never come back.”
While saying that, Yutong Xianweng Shaking his head.
This girl is so impulsive.
“Senior!”
Princess Dongling smiled lightly and responded, “I understand what you mean, I mean
it, my current situation is not much better than Yue Feng’s, without the primordial spirit, I
will encounter the demons at any time. No life, although you have been helping me all
this time, but I don’t want to be called a burden to my predecessors.”

“Furthermore, I also have a little responsibility for Yue Feng’s fate. Although I used to
despise him, I gradually discovered that, Although he is human, he is extremely
extraordinary, and it is my honor to be his woman.”
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“If a woman can’t even help her own man, what’s the point of living? So, senior, please
fulfill me, okay?” The
words were sincere and sincere.
Huh…
Hearing this, Yutong Xianweng was slightly moved and looked at Princess Dongling
closely, unable to speak for a while.
A few seconds later, Yutong Xianweng shook his head with a wry smile, and said with
emotion: “Sure enough, the word ‘love’ is the most difficult thing to understand in this
world. No matter whether it is a mortal or a god above, there is no escape.
” Yutong Xianweng glanced at the faye red lotus that was slowly withering, and made a
final decision: “Forget it, since you are willing, then I will fulfill you.”
Well!
Princess Dongling nodded and smiled gratefully: “Thank you, senior, by the way, this
jade bottle will be handed over to Yue Feng after he is reborn, and it will be regarded as
a souvenir I left him.”
Said, Princess Dongling gave the jade bottle containing the soul of Yue Feng to Yutong
Xianweng.
At this moment, Yutong Xianweng stopped talking and began to deploy blood sacrifices.
Soon, after everything was ready, Yutong Xianweng told Princess Dongling in detail
about the steps and details of the blood sacrifice.
Princess Dongling wrote down one by one, and then, under the gesture of Yutong
Xianweng, took a dagger, cut her wrist, and then dripped blood on the slowly withering
red lotus of Faye.
hum!
The moment the blood dripped on the Faye Red Lotus, it turned into a blood mist and
slowly merged into the petals that were about to wither. This process lasted for more
than ten minutes.

Finally, Princess Dongling shed the last drop of blood, her face was extremely pale, but
she still kept her spirits strong, cooperated with Yutong Xianweng, controlled her spirit,
and entered the red lotus of the law.
woohoo….
After integrating into the soul, I saw that the Faye Red Lotus was rejuvenated with
vitality again, and each petal was crystal clear and bloody. Originally, the Faye Red
Lotus was not yet mature, but after the situation just now, it completely bloomed.
However, the beauty of the Faye Red Lotus was indescribably sentimental in the eyes
of Yutong Xianweng.
Princess Dongling, on the other hand, was completely fragrant, leaving only a faint
fragrance in the air….
“Alas…”
Seeing this scene, Yutong Xianweng was very emotional, and directed at the jade bottle
in the jade bottle. Yue Feng’s soul said: “Yue Feng, your boy is really a blessing, let
alone so many confidantes in the Kyushu mainland, now even the daughter of Jiutian
God is willing to give everything to save you.” As he
said, Yutong said Xian Weng raised his hand and waved, and took out the ball of spirit
and placed it on the Faye Red Lotus.
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Call!
The moment the spirit was placed on the red lotus of the law, a dazzling light burst out,
and then the spirit was directly integrated into the red lotus of the law.
Yutong Xianweng quickly activated his immortal power and recited incantations to help
Yue Feng reshape his body.
Om…
Under the blessing of Xianli, I saw the red lotus of Faye burning directly, and under the
swaying fireworks, an illusory figure slowly emerged.
It was Yue Feng.
It’s just that Yue Feng at this time is still in the state of spirit, and the flesh still needs to
be shaped by the red lotus of the law.

But even so, this scene is shocking, and if someone else is present, it will definitely be a
surprise. You must know that Yue Feng was almost in a state of disintegration before,
which can be said to be completely cold, but at this time, he can still be resurrected with
only a wisp of spirit.
Simply incredible.
Chi Chi…
As the flames became more and more vigorous, I saw the red lotus of the Faye melted
completely, and then wrapped the illusory Yue Feng to form the internal organs, skin,
hair…
I don’t know how long it took, The physical body was finally rebuilt successfully. But it
looks kind of weird.
I saw Yue Feng’s face, and even all over his body, were covered with blood-red lotus
marks, red coquettish, indescribable evil.
call!
It was at this moment that Yue Feng slowly opened his eyes and woke up.
At the beginning of Fengmo Mountain, after being killed by Demon Zun Gone, Yue Feng
relied on the power of Bird Ancestor to be reborn, but was hit hard by Demon Zun
again, and finally only a wisp of spirit remained. At that time, his thinking also entered
The state of the seal dormancy.
What the hell!
After waking up at this time, Yue Feng was completely stunned. He was severely
injured by Demon Zun Gone twice, and, wasn’t Pan Nii’s rebirth a failure at that time?
It’s not dead?
In shock, seeing the surrounding environment, Yue Feng was stunned again, his mind
buzzing, almost blank.
I saw that I was on the top of a mountain, surrounded by clouds and mist, and I couldn’t
see where it was at all.
And a few meters away in front of him, stood an old man with white hair and beard, who
was looking at himself with a smile that was not a smile.
“Senior!” In the

next second, Yue Feng reacted and looked at Yutong Xianweng in surprise and joy:
“Why are you here? And am I not dead? How did I survive?”
When he said this, Yue Feng was full of doubts.
“Haha…”
Seeing his dazed look, Yutong Xianweng laughed and said proudly, “Is there any need
to ask this? Of course, the old man resurrected you.” What the hell
!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was both excited and moved, and he quickly gave a deep
salute: “It turned out that it was the senior who helped, and I, Yue Feng, will never forget
such kindness.”
In Yue Feng’s heart, Yutong Xianwenneng Helping him to be reborn is not surprising at
all, after all, he is an immortal from outside the sky, capable people can’t.
Hehe…
Seeing Yue Feng’s grateful face, Yutong Xianweng was very pleased, and then thought
of something, his expression darkened: “Yue Feng, speaking of which you should not
only thank me, but also a person who sacrificed for your rebirth. It’s too much.”
After speaking, Yutong Xianweng sighed deeply.
Anyone else?
At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, then looked around, and said in
surprise: “Senior, how can there be anyone here?”
Yutong Xianweng smiled bitterly and said slowly: “You don’t need to look for it, because
she has already It doesn’t exist anymore.”
It doesn’t exist anymore?
Hearing this, Yue Feng became even more puzzled, and couldn’t help urging: “Senior,
don’t play dumb riddles, what’s going on? You said someone else helped me, where is
she? Why doesn’t she exist? ?”
Alas!
Yutong Xianweng sighed, and told the previous situation one by one.

At the end of the story, Yutong Xianweng looked at Yue Feng’s eyes with a deep
meaning: “Yue Feng, you are really beautiful, and speaking of it, when I saw you and
Princess Dongling for the first time, I can feel that she is very disgusted with you, and
even has some hatred.”
“It’s just that I never thought that at the last critical moment, she would not hesitate to
lay down her life and spirit to help you regenerate.”
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said, Yutong Xianweng pointed to the position of the stone crevice: “At that time, after
the Faye Red Lotus was accidentally touched by her, it began to wither. The only way is
to sacrifice life and soul to let the Faye Red Lotus. Back to normal, I persuaded her at
the time that she didn’t have to do it, but she didn’t listen, and she was very determined
at the time.”
“Alas, the daughter of Jiutian God seems to be arrogant and willful, but she is actually
very kind. It’s a pity.” Huh
.…
Knowing these circumstances, Yue Feng seemed to have been hit in the heart by a
sledgehammer invisibly. He staggered back a few steps, stared blankly at the crack in
the stone, and was speechless for a long time.
It turned out…. that I could be reborn all thanks to Princess Dongling.
Why is she so stupid? She took away her innocence and caused her to be separated
from Gong Ao. Not only did she not hold grudges, but she paid so much to herself.
“Dongling…”
In grief, Yue Feng’s voice was choked and he murmured: “Why are you so stupid, you
don’t need to do this…”
At this moment, Yue Feng’s voice was trembling, his heart was like a knife cut.
To be honest, he didn’t have much contact with Princess Dongling, and his relationship
was not deep, so he never imagined that Princess Dongling would be willing to give his
life to bring him back to life.
“Okay!”
Seeing his uncomfortable appearance, Yutong Xianweng was also very uncomfortable,
he smiled and walked over to comfort him: “She sacrificed her life to make the Faye

Red Lotus return to normal, and then help you to be reborn, it counts. , she is not
completely disappeared, but is closely integrated with your life.”
After speaking, Yutong Xianweng looked up and down at Yue Feng: “Let’s go, this place
is too high and too conspicuous, you It would be embarrassing to be seen by others in
this outfit.”
Uh…
Hearing this, Yue Feng lowered his head and glanced, and his face suddenly flushed,
very embarrassed.
Because he had just been resurrected and reborn, and rebuilt his body by relying on the
red lotus of Faye, Yue Feng had nothing to hide at this time.
Embarrassed, Yue Feng left the mountain with Yutong Xianweng.
Soon, in a nearby forest, Yue Feng broke off some branches, weaved it into a simple
coat, and draped it over his body. Although it was a bit ugly, it was better than being
naked.
“Boy!”
Seeing this scene, Yutong Xianweng, who was standing by the side, couldn’t help but
exclaim: “I can’t see it, you know quite a lot, and it’s not bad to use branches to make
clothes.”
Hearing the praise, Yue Feng smiled modestly: “Compared to the abilities of my
predecessors, what am I?”
Before he was called a cultivator, Yue Feng had learned the skills of survival in the wild,
and it was no problem to weave clothes from branches.
Saying that, Yue Feng saw a message not far away, so he quickly walked over to wash
his face.
What the hell!
As soon as he arrived at the stream and saw his own reflection on the water, Yue Feng
was taken aback and turned around and shouted at Yutong Xianweng: “Senior, I…
What’s the matter with me?
” Yue Feng clearly saw that his face was covered with the imprint of the blood-colored
lotus flower. Not only that, but he also had such imprints on his body, which looked very
different and had some evil spirits.

Even his hair turned dark red.
At this time, Yue Feng’s appearance, let alone enemies, is the closest Wen Chou Chou,
Sun Dasheng, and Ren Yingying’s confidantes, I’m afraid they won’t recognize it for a
while.
“Ha ha…”
Seeing his terrified expression, Yutong Xianweng couldn’t help laughing, and said
angrily: “Look at the way you make a fuss, you are a Nine Heavens Profound Sage after
all, don’t you know what happened after Pan Nii’s rebirth?”
Yue Feng frowned: “What’s the situation? Haven’t I been reborn successfully now?”
Alas!
Yutong Xianweng sighed softly and shook his head speechlessly: “You have indeed
succeeded in rebirth, but it is only a resurrection of life. Now you can feel the power of
your own primordial spirit.”
Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t say much . I thought, and quickly felt my primordial
spirit, I was dumbfounded at that time.
He clearly felt that there was no shadow of the primordial spirit in his body, and not only
that, all the power he had cultivated before had all disappeared.
How could this be?
For a while, Yue Feng was stunned, only feeling that his head was big, and asked
Yutong Xianweng: “Senior, what’s going on? Where is my primordial spirit? Where is my
cultivation?”
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“Yue Feng, ah Yue Feng!”
Yutong Xianweng looked at Yue Feng speechlessly, crying and explaining: “You are not
stupid, you are not really confused now, right? Think about it, before you were caught
When the Demon Venerable kills you, your body and soul will be destroyed.”
“In other words, after you die, you have nothing left, including your primordial spirit and
cultivation base. It is already a miracle that you can be reborn with the help of the
Dharma Karma Red Lotus, so don’t expect too much. “
Speaking of this, Yutong Xian Weng Yufeng turned around and said with a smile: “But
don’t worry, now that you are reborn with the help of the red lotus of the law, your

physique is completely different from the mortal body of others. Even if you re-cultivate,
you will be better than others. Much faster.”
Phew!
Hearing this, Yue Feng fell silent.
In the next second, Yue Feng pointed at the red lotus marks on his body: “What’s the
matter with these?”
“These marks are the power of the red lotus attached to you. Although you have been
reborn with the help of it, it has not yet merged. The power of the red lotus of the law.”
Yutong Xianweng stroked his beard and said slowly: “When you cultivate to a certain
level and completely integrate the power of the red lotus of the law, these marks will
completely disappear, do you understand? ?”
Yue Feng nodded, then suddenly understood.
It turned out to be so.
After understanding it, Yue Feng felt a little melancholy in his heart. If so, wouldn’t he
have to start from scratch?
But soon Yue Feng figured it out.
Start from scratch, start from scratch, you are lucky to be alive.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng suddenly thought of something, and asked Yutong
Xianweng: “Senior, is it possible to be reborn from Pan Nirvana, must a treasure like the
red lotus of Faye be reborn successfully?”
I don’t know why, Yue Feng suddenly Reminds me of Queen Suzaku.
Back then, in the Sealed Land, Queen Suzaku sacrificed herself at the last moment,
and passed on the power of Bird Ancestor to herself. Now think about it carefully, why
didn’t she rebirth herself?
Could it be that there was a lack of treasures like the Faye Red Lotus around at that
time?
“Nonsense!”
Hearing the question, Yutong Xianweng rolled his eyes subconsciously, and said
angrily: “Without a treasure like the Faye Red Lotus as a medium, even if you have the
power of rebirth, it is just a wisp Soul, how to reshape the body successfully?”

Phew…
Hearing the answer, Yue Feng took a deep breath and smiled embarrassedly.
At the same time, I was completely stunned.
It seems that I guessed right. At that time, there were no treasures like the red lotus of
the law as a medium around, so the Queen Suzaku couldn’t be reborn by herself, so
she made a desperate attempt to pass the power of the bird ancestor to herself.
hum, hum, hum!
Just as he was talking, he suddenly sensed that there was a strong aura vibrating in the
sky not far away.
Sensing the vibration of this breath, Yue Feng and Yutong Xianweng were both stunned
for a moment, and then they looked up subconsciously. Seeing this, Yue Feng couldn’t
help taking a deep breath.
In the sky not far away, tens of thousands of demon warriors came rushing in, each of
them wearing black armor, and the momentum was astonishing.
In front of these demon warriors are the Demon Lord Gone and the twelve holy demon
kings of Moyan.
Mad!
Seeing this scene, Yutong Xianweng’s expression changed and he was shocked.
This Demon Lord Gone is really haunted, he was found so quickly.
At this time, Yutong Xianweng didn’t realize that the Demon Race’s tracking skills were
very powerful. Half a day ago, Demon Zun Gone ordered Gong Ao to lead the way and
went under the cliff to investigate. As a result, the body of Princess Dongling was not
found. Nie ordered his subordinates to use the tracking secret technique to find out the
departure of Princess Dongling and Yutong Xianweng.
After that, the Demon Lord Gone led his subordinates to find this place along the trail.
“Jade Child Fairy!”
At this moment, Demon Zun Gone’s eyes were fixed on Yu Tong Fairy, unable to hide
the coldness: “Do you think you can get rid of me by letting the Pipa Fairy be the
queen? I tell You, you can’t escape from my palm, this time I see you running there!”
Hehe!

Feeling the gloomy and coldness of the Demon Lord Gone, Yutong Xianweng did not
panic at all, and said with a smile: “Gonie, stop bragging in front of me, I want to go, you
can’t stop me!”
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Yutong Xianweng’s answer made Mozun Gone very angry.
Swish!
However, just as he was about to respond, he was stunned when he saw Yue Feng
standing on the side of Yutong Xianweng.
Who is this kid with blood marks on his face?
At this time, Yue Feng had blood-colored lotus marks all over his face, and even his hair
had turned crimson, as if he had completely changed into a person, and the Demon
Venerable could not recognize it at all.
Not only the Demon Lord Gone, Mo Yan, and other twelve Holy Demon Kings did not
recognize them, but they were all secretly surprised.
Swish!
At this moment, Mo Yan and the other holy demon kings also locked their eyes on Yue
Feng and muttered in their hearts.
Who is this person beside Yutong Xianweng?
Huh…
Being stared at by so many eyes, Yue Feng’s heart suddenly hung up, and he was
unspeakably uneasy.
Mad, these demons must not recognize me, you must know that without the primordial
spirit and cultivation, you are a waste.
“Xianweng Yutong!”
At this moment, the Demon Lord Gone looked away from Yue Feng, and asked
Xianwen Yutong coldly: “Where’s that girl from the Nine Heavens God? Hurry up and
hand it over, as long as you put She handed it over to me, and I’ll let you go.”
When he said this, the Demon Race Gone looked hideous, and his whole body was
filled with a terrifying suffocating aura.

Repeatedly let Yutong Xianweng and Princess Dongling escape, the Demon Venerable
was very angry, and this time he secretly vowed to catch Princess Dongling no matter
what.
At this time, Mozun still didn’t know that Princess Dongling sacrificed her life and soul in
order to bring Yue Feng back to life, and she no longer exists.
“Goni!”
At this moment, Yutong Xianweng lost his patience and responded coldly: “You still
have the face to ask me? When you besieged me and Fairy Pipa before, that girl fled,
and now her whereabouts are unknown. I’m still looking for her.”
“I suspect that she has been caught by you, so you should report the wicked first, and
let her go quickly, otherwise don’t blame me for being rude.”
Although Yutong Xianweng is usually crazy, but Thoughtful, seeing that Mozun did not
discover Yue Feng’s identity at this time, he deliberately messed up and confuses the
public.
Swish!
Hearing this, Mozun Gone’s face suddenly became extremely gloomy, and said coldly:
“Don’t talk nonsense to me, if I catch that girl, I will come to ask you?” After
speaking, Mozun was too lazy to talk nonsense: “Since you don’t know where that girl
is, then I have to deal with you. Anyway, that girl can’t escape without your help.” The
last word fell, and the power of Demon Lord Gone broke out. The once clear sky
suddenly became dark.
Nima!
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng’s face changed, and he kept scolding in his heart.
This Demon Lord Gone is really shameless, fighting alone is not the opponent of
Yutong’s predecessors, and he wants to bully the less.
Yutong Xianweng also frowned secretly, his expression solemn, but he did not panic too
much, and whispered to Yue Feng: “Boy, don’t panic, this Demon Venerable is just a lot
of people
.

” , This senior Yutong is too confident. You must know that the other party is a demon.
Not only are there twelve holy demon kings, but also tens of thousands of demon
warriors.
Thinking about it, Yue Feng was about to respond.
“Um?”
However, at this moment, Yutong Xianweng suddenly made a very exaggerated
appearance, looked closely at the direction behind Demon Lord Gone, and shouted:
“Girl? Are you really here? Run, run. “
When he shouted, Yutong Xianweng’s face was full of anxiety, but slyness flashed in his
eyes.
Yes, Yutong Xianweng deliberately pretended to pretend that Princess Dongling
appeared, in order to confuse the attention of Demon Lord Gone.
Swish!
I have to say that Yutong Xianweng is very similar, whether it is the Demon Lord Gone,
or the Twelve Holy Demon Kings and the surrounding Demon Warriors, they all looked
back at that time.
Seeing this, they all frowned.
There is nothing behind, who is there?
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was originally very nervous, but he couldn’t help laughing
out loud.
This Demon Venerable and those Demon Race warriors are too deceiving. Senior
Yutong just pretended, and they all believed it.
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“Go!”
Just when Yue Feng was secretly laughing, Yutong Xianweng grabbed his hand, urged
Xianli to rise into the air, and quickly rushed towards the distant sky.

Yutong Xianweng is very fast, and in the blink of an eye, he has reached a kilometer
away.
“Run?”
At this moment, the Demon Lord Gone knew that he had been deceived, and
immediately became furious, and the Demon Soul erupted, chasing after Yutong
Xianweng directly.
While chasing, the Demon Lord Gone did not forget to direct the Twelve Sacred Demon
Kings and the demon warriors: “Yutian, take 20,000 warriors to search around, and if
you come across that girl, immediately capture him alive.
” Yan and the other holy demon kings, follow me to pursue Yutong Xianweng.”
Until this time, Mozun did not realize that Princess Dongling was dead, but thought that
Princess Dongling and Yutong Xianweng had an appointment to meet here. Otherwise,
Yutong Xianweng would not stop here for no reason.
“Subordinates obey!”
Yutian responded quickly, commanding the demon warriors, quickly dispersed, and
started a search in the surrounding woods.
Moyan and the other ten holy demon kings followed the Demon Lord Gone and chased
in the direction where Yutong Xianweng escaped.
in the sky.
Because Yutong Xianweng had to take Yue Feng, his speed was limited, and he saw
that the distance between Demon Lord Gone and them was getting closer and closer.
“Senior!”
Looking at the Demon Lord Gone who was chasing behind him, Yue Feng panicked a
little and couldn’t help but say, “They are catching up.”
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Yutong Xianweng was also anxious, and responded, “I know, you Don’t panic.”
While speaking, Yutong Xianweng frowned, thinking about countermeasures.
Swish!

The next second, seeing the portal not far ahead, Yutong Xianweng’s eyes flashed:
“Yes.” After saying that, he landed quickly with Yue Feng.
This portal was built by God’s Domain to connect with the human world, but it has been
destroyed. At the beginning, in order to start the war between God and Demon, Demon
Lord Gone was the first to destroy all the portals in God’s Domain. This is one of them.
“Yue Feng!”
Landing in front of the portal, Yutong Xianweng said quickly: “I remember you told me
that you have a very deep knowledge of the first method of confrontation, wait for me to
block them, you say that the portal is repaired, Then leave here.”
When saying this, Yutong Xianweng looked serious.
He couldn’t escape far with Yue Feng, and sooner or later he would be intercepted by
the Demon Lord Gone. Rather than being passive, it would be better to find a way to
send Yue Feng back to the human world.
good!
Yue Feng nodded, but his heart was a little bitter.
He understands the formation technique, but the teleportation formation in the Divine
Realm is much more mysterious than the Kyushu Continent. Whether he can repair it is
still unknown.
More importantly, Yutong Xianweng faced the Demon Lord Gone and the eleven holy
demon kings of Moyan, can they be opponents?
Swish swish…
Just when Yue Feng was secretly depressed, he saw the Demon Lord Gone, and the
eleven holy demon kings of Moyan, already chasing after him.
“Goni!”
At this moment, Yutong Xian Weng’s immortal force was urged, with endless fighting
intent on his face, he laughed: “The previous battle was very unpleasant, this time the
old man will go all out, you and Let’s go together with your rubbish men.”
Yutong Xianweng was very clever, and in order to facilitate Yue Fengxiu’s portal, he
deliberately used words to anger Demon Lord Gone.
“I’m not ashamed.” The

Demon Lord Gone was already full of anger, but when he heard Yutong Xianweng say
this, his eyes burst into flames, and he shouted angrily, “I want to see how you beat me
and my Eleven. subordinate.”
Om!
The voice fell, and the figure of Demon Lord Gone broke out, leaving a black trail in the
air, killing directly towards Yutong Xianweng.
Swish swish…
At the same time, Mo Yan and other holy demon kings also burst out with the power of
demon souls, urging their figures to surround Yutong Xianweng.
“Haha, good time!”
In the face of such a situation, Yutong Xianweng did not panic at all, but laughed loudly,
and fought fiercely with Mozun and Moyan in the air.
Phew…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng took a deep breath, walked quickly to the portal, and
began to study it carefully.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng couldn’t calm down at all in the current situation, but there
was nothing he could do. If he didn’t quickly repair the portal, Senior Yutong’s efforts
would be in vain.
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Thinking to himself, Yue Feng tried his best to calm down and began to study the portal
in front of him.
At this time, Yue Feng, in the formation technique, has reached the level that no one
can match. Knowing that the world formation technique is inseparable from the five
elements of heaven and earth, he quickly came up with a solution.
Haha…
A few minutes later, Yue Feng completely repaired the portal, and the whole person
was very excited.
However, Yue Feng did not leave immediately through the portal, but looked up at the
battle in mid-air.
In midair, the fierce battle between Yutong Xianweng and Demon Zun Gone continued.

At the beginning, Yutong Xianweng was able to deal with it calmly, but after all, there
were too many people on the other side. Gradually, Yutong Xianweng’s face was a little
pale and anxious.
“Yutong Xianweng.”
At this moment, Demon Zun Gone’s face flashed with absolute contempt, and said
coldly: “Stop doing unnecessary fights, surrender, and tell me where that girl is.”
Yutong Xianweng He chuckled softly: “Surrender? Did you know me on the first day? I,
Yutong Xianweng, have been around for so many days, but I never knew what
surrender was.”
“Also, let me tell you, where is that girl, you will always be there. I don’t know, let’s give
up.”
Shua!
Hearing this, Demon Zun Gone’s face instantly turned gloomy, and he stopped talking
nonsense at that time. Taking advantage of Yutong Xianweng being restrained by
Moyan’s demon kings, he turned around and went directly behind Yutong Xianweng.
“Since you are courting death, this deity will fulfill you.”
A few cold words came from the mouth of Demon Lord Gone, and then he suddenly
raised his right hand and hit Yutong Xianweng’s back with a palm.
What the hell!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng, who was standing in front of the teleportation gate,
suddenly had a heart suspended, secretly squeezed the sweat for Yutong Xianweng,
and at the same time, he couldn’t tell the anger in his heart.
This Demon Lord Gone is so despicable, it’s okay to bully the less, and now he is still
doing sneak attacks.
Phew…
At the same time, Yutong Xianweng was also very shocked and furious. He never
thought that Demon Venerable would come to this hand. At that time, it was too late to
think about it. Immortal power all over his body was running, and he had to turn around
to meet him.
boom!

It’s just that Demon Lord Gone’s speed was too fast, and before Yutong Xianweng
could meet him, the palm had already hit him on the back. At that time, Yutong
Xianweng groaned, and only felt the qi and blood in his body churning. The whole
person was also shaken back more than 100 meters by the volley.
“Pfft…”
At the moment when he stabilized his figure, Yutong Xianweng spurted out a mouthful
of blood, staring at the Demon Lord Gone, sneering and mocking: “Do you still want a
face for a sneak attack from the back of the dignified
Demon Supreme?” Zungone’s face was gloomy, but his emotions were not affected in
the slightest: “Why do you need to use common sense to deal with you?”
“Senior!”
At this moment, Yue Feng, who was standing beside the portal, couldn’t help it, and
shouted: ” Don’t be deadlocked with them, the portal has been repaired, let’s leave
together, hurry up.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was full of anxiety.
He clearly saw that Yutong Xianweng was pale and weak after being beaten by the
palm of the hand. Obviously, he could not continue the fight. If he continued to stand
still, he was afraid that it would be more fortunate than good.
Huh….
When he heard the shout, Yutong Xianweng shook his head and said lightly: “You go,
don’t worry about me.” As he said, Yutong Xianweng couldn’t help but glance at the
repaired portal, Eyes full of approval.
This Yue Feng is indeed a prodigy. In such a short period of time, he has repaired the
portal of God’s Domain.
I go!
Seeing Yutong Xianweng unwilling to leave, Yue Feng became anxious and continued
to shout, “I won’t leave if you don’t leave.”
Princess Dongling sacrificed her life and soul in order to regenerate herself. It has
already made Yue Feng feel very uncomfortable. At this time, Yutong Xianweng is
absolutely not allowed to have an accident.
Facing the conversation between the two, the Demon Lord Gone quietly floated there,
his face full of coldness and arrogance.

In his heart, Yutong Xianweng was injured and there is no threat. As for the boy with the
imprint on his face, he has no cultivation base at all, so he doesn’t need to worry about
it at all.
Until this time, Demon Zun Gone did not realize that the boy with the blood lotus mark
on his face was Yue Feng who had been killed by him before.
“Hey!”
At this time, facing Yue Feng’s urging, Yutong Xianweng was also a little anxious, and
couldn’t help but say: “You brat, why are you so stubborn? The old man said if you don’t
go, you won’t go.”
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After speaking, Yutong Xianweng took a deep breath and patiently said to Yue Feng:
“Don’t worry, if the old man wants to go, no one can stop you, you are different, you are
a hero of Kyushu, and there will be many more in the future. Things are waiting for you
to do.”
“Let’s go, if you delay any longer, I really can’t hold it.”
When he said this, Yutong Xianweng’s face seemed calm, and he was secretly anxious.
This Yue Feng is really stubborn, can’t it be seen that in the current situation, the two of
them can’t go together at all?
Ugh!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was very depressed and heaved a long sigh.
Kyushu hero?
At the same time, the Demon Lord Gone in mid-air, as well as the Holy Demon Kings of
Moyan, frowned secretly.
Why is this title so familiar?
Although Yutong Xianweng didn’t directly say Yue Feng’s name just now, the holy devil
kings such as Demon Zun Gone and Moyan were not fools. Just from a title, they
realized that something was wrong.
Oops!
Seeing this situation, Yutong Xianweng was startled, anxious and regretful.

Did they guess Yue Feng’s identity?
It’s all my fault that I was so anxious that I missed the point…
Thinking to myself, Yutong Xianweng shouted anxiously at Yue Feng: “Boy, what are
you still doing? Hurry up, do you want to watch me with your own eyes? Was beaten to
death?”
“Goni, don’t you want my life? Come on.” The
last word fell, and the immortal power of Yutong Xianweng exploded, rushing directly
towards Demon Lord Gone.
At this time, Yutong Xianweng knew that Demon Lord Gone had already suspected Yue
Feng, and in order to prevent him from suddenly attacking Yue Feng, he could only stop
him one step ahead.
“Looking for death!”
Seeing Yutong Xianweng bursting out, Demon Zun Gone roared, and directly attacked
him, fighting fiercely in mid-air with Yutong Xianweng.
While fighting fiercely, Demon Zun Gonie did not forget to command Moyan and these
holy demon kings: “I immediately capture that kid, it doesn’t matter if he lives or dies.”
Demon Zun Gone is not stupid, even though he is still unsure of Yue Feng’s identity,
But seeing that he had repaired the portal so quickly, and was so worried by Yutong
Xianweng, he must have an extraordinary status.
Swish….
The voice fell, Mo Yan and the other holy demon kings did not hesitate at all, they burst
out and came towards Yue Feng.
Especially Mo Yan, those charming eyes, locked on Yue Feng tightly at this moment,
and shouted tenderly: “Boy, stand still, or you will be at your own risk.” The
voice was not loud, but it was full of aura, no doubt.
Nima!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s face changed greatly, and when he heard Mo Yan’s
coquettish drink, he sneered and retorted: “You think I’m stupid, stand still for you to
catch?
” The portal rushed.

At this moment, Yue Feng raised his heart. The portal was less than two meters away
from him, but he lost his primordial spirit and cultivation base. In his eyes, this distance
seemed to be separated by thousands of mountains and rivers. In the same way, I wish
I had wings.
“Looking for death!”
Seeing this scene, Mo Yan’s delicate and beautiful face flashed with killing intent. After
she gave a coquettish shout, she raised her jade hand, and a red light shot out, heading
towards Yue Feng’s back.
At this time, Yue Feng had already rushed to the portal. He felt the danger coming from
behind, and was shocked and angry. At that time, he didn’t dare to look back and
plunged into the portal.
boom!
However, at the same time, Mo Yan’s red glow, like thunder and lightning, hit Yue
Feng’s back with a roar.
Yue Feng only felt that he was hit by an overwhelming force, the pain came, and he
fainted in the portal as soon as his eyes darkened, but fortunately, the power of the
portal has been activated.
hum!
In the next second, a dazzling light was seen, wrapping the fainted Yue Feng, and then
the light became stronger and stronger, directly sending Yue Feng away.
Damn it!
Seeing this, Mo Yan stomped her feet angrily. This kid was lucky to be teleported away
at the last moment.
Annoyed in her heart, Mo Yan shouted at the other holy demon kings: “You help Zun
Shang to deal with Yutong Xianweng, I will go and catch this kid back.” The
voice fell, Moyan’s delicate body flashed, and she rushed directly into the portal. middle.
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next second, with a flash of light, Mo Yan disappeared into the portal.
Swish swish….

Seeing this situation, the other holy demon kings turned around and rushed into the air,
cooperating with the Demon Lord Gone, and continued to deal with Yutong Xianweng.
…..
the other side.
Yue Feng didn’t know how long he had been unconscious, but he only felt that he had a
very long dream.
Finally, Yue Feng slowly opened his eyes.
hiss!
The moment he opened his eyes, Yue Feng only felt incomparable pain all over his
body, especially the position of his back. There was a burst of tearing pain, which
almost made him faint again.
Mad!
Yue Feng gritted his teeth and endured the severe pain, scolding in his heart.
That Moyan is really cruel. The red light that burst out, I don’t know what kind of stunt,
but fortunately, she is the rebirth of the red lotus of the law, otherwise, she would have
been dissipated.
Um?
Enduring the severe pain, Yue Feng looked around and was stunned when he saw the
environment he was in.
In front of him is a boundless forest, the forest is so lush, it is almost obscuring the sky,
and you can’t see where you are at all.
What is this place?
Kyushu Continent, or another human world?
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng gritted his teeth and tried to stand up, but he found
helplessly that he was so weak that he couldn’t exert any strength.
Done.
After several failed attempts, Yue Feng wanted to cry but had no tears.
I can’t stand up, what should I do? Just waiting here to die?

There won’t be any beasts in this forest, right?
Shasha…
Just when Yue Feng was secretly anxious, he heard footsteps coming from not far
away, almost more than one person, and after a while, several mountain people came
over.
These mountain people, all dressed in plain clothes and carrying bamboo baskets,
seem to have come to the mountains to collect herbs.
Great.
Seeing these mountain people, Yue Feng was very excited. At that time, his first
reaction was to open his mouth to call for help, but to his astonishment, he could only
make an ‘ahhh’ sound, and he couldn’t say a word at all.
How could this be?
This time, Yue Feng panicked and rubbed his Adam’s apple subconsciously, but the
sound of ‘ahhh’ was still indistinct.
How can you say nothing?
At this time, Yue Feng only felt his brain buzzing, anxious and inexplicable.
Yue Feng didn’t know that it was because of Mo Yan that she couldn’t speak. The red
glow that she burst out at that time was the ‘blood seal’ among the many stunts of the
demon race. However, Yue Feng relied on the Faye Red Lotus to be reborn, so he
resisted some of the power of the ‘Blood Spirit Seal’.
But even so, the meridians, blood, and even the vocal cords in Yue Feng’s body were
seriously affected.
In this case, Yue Feng was naturally unable to speak.
Um?
Although he couldn’t speak, Yue Feng’s ‘ahah’ voice also alarmed the mountain people.
“what is that?”
“Anyone?”
“It seems to be, go and see…”

Several mountain residents discussed, and then cautiously stepped forward to check.
hiss!
Seeing this, several mountain residents were shocked and couldn’t help gasping for air.
I saw an inhuman figure lying in the grass, his face full of scary blood marks, and his
long dark red hair draped over his shoulders, like a savage monster.
“Strange…monster.”
Finally, someone shouted, and ran down the mountain in a panic. Then, the other
mountain people scattered, one by one.
These mountain people, who have lived in this deep mountain for generations, have
limited knowledge and instinctively regard Yue Feng as a monster.
But it’s no wonder that anyone who sees Yue Feng’s appearance at this time will be
shocked.
What the hell!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, these mountain
people were too timid, they only had some blood lotus marks on their faces, and they
were actually regarded as monsters.
Depressed, Yue Feng wanted to shout for those mountain people to stop, but he
couldn’t speak, and he couldn’t stop it at all.
In just a few seconds, those mountain people ran away one by one, and the shadows
could not be seen.
For a while, the surroundings of Yue Feng fell into silence again.
Chapter 4260
Oh!
Yue Feng sighed, it seems that others are unreliable, and you still have to be yourself at
the critical moment.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng closed his eyes and began to silently feel the blood lotus
marks on his body. Yutong Xianweng said that these marks contain the power of the red
lotus of the law.
As long as he successfully integrates these powers, he can return to the peak.

After a while, Yue Feng entered a state of cultivation, and his heart was clear. He was
pleasantly surprised to find that, under his own understanding, there were indeed
strange powers in the blood lotus marks all over his body, slowly flowing to the
meridians from the blood lotus mark. converge.
As this power slowly gathered, the pain in his body was not as intense as before.
Haha…
For a while, Yue Feng was indescribably excited. Senior Yutong didn’t lie to himself.
This Dharma Red Lotus is indeed a good thing.
Shasha…
However, when Yue Feng was immersed in it, he heard footsteps on the mountain road
not far away, but these footsteps seemed a little hurried.
Not only that, but a series of conversations kept coming.
“Woman, that monster is right in front.”
“That monster is very scary, with red hair all over its body. Women must be careful.”
“Yeah…”
Hearing these comments, Yue Feng suddenly He was stunned for a moment, and then
he couldn’t help but smile.
The mountain people who escaped before came back, and they also brought a helper.
“Don’t panic everyone.”
Just when Yue Feng was muttering in his heart, he heard a gentle and sweet voice: “If it
really is a monster, I will protect you.”
Phew…
Hearing this soft voice, Yue Feng felt like a spring breeze. I felt that when I looked up at
that time, I was stunned.
Just saw, surrounded by a few villagers, a young woman walked slowly.
This woman was wearing a light yellow dress, slim, graceful, indescribably charming, in
her twenties, her hair was curled up, with a white veil on her face, revealing a pair of
eyes like autumn water.

In her right hand, she was holding a delicate long sword, which was obviously a disciple
of Jianghu Sect.
Such a temperamental beauty.
Body and temperament are so outstanding, compared to the face is not bad.
For a time, Yue Feng was fascinated, and couldn’t help but mutter in his heart.
Muttering, the woman and those mountain people also came to the front.
“Woman, that’s him.”
At this moment, one of the mountain people pointed at Yue Feng, and then took a few
steps back in horror. The other mountain residents were also nervous.
Huh…
At this moment, seeing Yue Feng’s appearance, the woman was also startled, but she
still took courage and asked, “You… Who are you? What are you doing here?”
Said, the woman Looking at Yue Feng up and down, his delicate body trembled slightly.
This man is so scary, with dark red hair and blood marks on his face.
Hearing the question, Yue Feng sat up straight and responded to the woman, but he
couldn’t speak at this time, and the sound was still ‘Aah…’.
Unable to speak, Yue Feng was completely in a hurry, and danced with gestures.
At this time, Yue Feng wanted to know where this place was, but it was too
uncomfortable not to be able to speak.
“The monster has gone mad…”
Seeing Yue Feng waving his hands, the mountain people thought he was going mad,
and ran down the mountain with a loud cry.
For a time, only the woman and Yue Feng were left around.
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t know that this was the Dongao Continent of Kyushu. This
woman was called Qingyi, a female disciple of Sword Sect. She passed by the
neighborhood today and saw a few mountain people running down the mountain in a
panic, so she asked After learning about the situation and learning that there were
monsters on the mountain, Qing Yi asked these mountain people to lead the way.

Nima!
Seeing those mountain people at this time, they were scared away again, and Yue Feng
was speechless.
Are you really that scary?
bass!
At this moment, Qingyi was also a little nervous, and quickly pulled out his long sword,
pointed at Yue Feng, and said in a trembling voice: “You…. What are you doing? Don’t
get excited, I… I am Jian Zong. Your disciple is very powerful, be honest, or I will hurt
you.”
When he said this, Qing Yi tried his best to make himself look fierce, but in Yue Feng’s
eyes, there was no threat at all, but something different. so cute.

